Improvement plan for Warriappendi School
2019 to 2021

School name

Warriappendi School

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

‘Connecting culture with learning, innovation and
responsibility to foster future global citizens.’
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
Students improve their literacy
as evidenced by increased
English as an Additional
Language or Dialect (EALD)
and Running Record levels.

Targets
All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by
at least one EALD level per year and one reading level per term.

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by
at least one EALD level per year and one reading level per term.
All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by
at least one EALD level per year and one reading level per term.

Students improve their
numeracy as evidenced by
increased PAT Maths scales.

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number
and measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test
level.
All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number
and measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test
level.

Challenge of practice
-If we commit to teaching genre across all curriculum
areas, we will develop student capacity to use textual and
linguistic knowledge related to specific genre.
-If we embed consistent and evidence based approaches
to teaching reading we will build essential language and
understanding so students are able to cognitively engage
with tasks at a higher level than they otherwise would.

-If we embed consistent and evidence based
approaches to teaching number and measurement
skills we will build essential understanding so students
are able to cognitively engage with tasks at a higher
level than they otherwise would.

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number
and measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test
level.
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Improvement plan for Warriappendi School

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
Students improve their literacy as
evidenced by increased English as an
Additional Language or Dialect (EALD)
and Running Record levels.

Students improve their numeracy as
evidenced by increased PAT Maths
scales.

2019

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by at least one
EALD level per year and one reading level per term.

2020

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by at least one
EALD level per year and one reading level per term.

2021

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve by at least one
EALD level per year and one reading level per term.

2019

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number and
measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test level.

2020

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number and
measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test level.

2021

All students who are attending greater than 70% will improve in the Pat M number and
measurement strands. Expected scale score growth in dependent upon test level.

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

-If we commit to teaching genre across all curriculum areas, we will develop student capacity to use textual and linguistic
knowledge related to specific genre.
-If we embed consistent and evidence based approaches to teaching reading we will build essential language and understanding
so students are able to cognitively engage with tasks at a higher level than they otherwise would.

Goal 2

-If we embed consistent and evidence based approaches to teaching number and measurement skills we will build essential
understanding so students are able to cognitively engage with tasks at a higher level than they otherwise would.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

Students improve their literacy as evidenced by increased English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EALD) and
Running Record levels.

-If we commit to teaching genre across all curriculum areas, we will develop student capacity to use textual and
linguistic knowledge related to specific genre.
-If we embed consistent and evidence based approaches to teaching reading we will build essential language and
understanding so students are able to cognitively engage with tasks at a higher level than they otherwise would.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities
-Align B1 leadership position (teaching and learning) to the SIP
timeframe (3 years) to include literacy; the brief being to promote
and facilitate, through staff training, and co-chairing PLTs (literacy
committee, and student support and intervention team {SSIT}),
evidence based learning supports and interventions.

Establish a base for leading
literacy improvement; build
coordinator and teacher capacity.

T4 2018; 3
PFDs
p/year
ongoing.

Further develop structures and
processes.

Terms 1
-Teachers will participate in PLTs (literacy or
and 2 2019; numeracy 2 p/term; SSIT 2 p/term).
ongoing.

Further develop data and
accountability.

Terms 2 &
4 every
year.

Resources

-B1 coordinator position.
-Coordinator trains in Tactical Teaching.
-SERU.
-Utilise resources from literacy overview
(secondary schools) and guide books.
-Utilise online resources.
-Utilise RAAP funding to employ special
education teacher 0.6 to support SWD.
- Purchase end point devices to facilitate use
of digital technologies

-T&L coordinator co-manages (with daily
operations/numeracy coordinator), testing regimes and
schedules; including the development, and regular
updating, of the student data wall.
-Teachers regularly refer to data wall to inform differentiated
teaching and learning, and update OCOPs to reflect same.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Students improve their literacy as evidenced by increased English as an Additional Language or Dialect (EALD) and
Running Record levels.

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Determine where, in what curriculum areas,
genre will be taught.
Determine what specific reading requirements
are, in different curriculum areas.
Deliver training aligned with the above, and
individual teacher needs identified during PDP
process.

T2 2019

-Teachers will identify, through he PDP process, potential deficits in
their knowledge and skills pertaining to literacy, specifically genre
and reading, and engage in discussions with coordinators to
develop strategies to improve these skills.
-Teachers will engage in training (TT-R); genre; and apply
knowledge and learning to their teaching and learning programs as
documented in unit plans.
- Progressively upskill all teaching staff in EALD

As a selected school for the
Developmental Language Disorder
project for 2019 all teaching staff
commit to professional learning
workshops and other requirements
under the participation agreement.

T1-4 2019

-Principal works alongside senior speech
-As per participation agreement.
pathologist, coordinator teaching and
learning, and secondary learners' project
officer to implement program across the site.

-EALD training
- Secondary Learners Project Officer

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

In work samples we see students' writing skills improving through assessment using standardised tools. Specifically, we will see students
progressively demonstrating:
-awareness of purpose and audience;
-greater use of compound and complex sentences to convey ideas and concepts;
-precision over their choice of vocabulary;
-control over the use of punctuation to convey ideas (especially in narrative and persuasive texts).
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

Students improve their numeracy as evidenced by increased PAT Maths scales.

Challenge of practice

-If we embed consistent and evidence based approaches to teaching number and measurement skills we
will build essential understanding so students are able to cognitively engage with tasks at a higher level
than they otherwise would.

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities
-Align B1 leadership position (daily ops/numeracy) to
the SIP timeframe (3 years) to include numeracy; the
brief being to promote and facilitate, through staff
training, and co-chairing PLTs (numeracy committee,
and student support and intervention team {SSIT}),
evidence based learning supports and interventions.

Establish a base for leading
numeracy improvement; build
coordinator and teacher capacity.

T4 2018; 3
PFDs
p/year;
ongoing.

Further develop structures and
processes.

-Teachers will participate in PLTs (literacy or
Terms 1
and 2 2019; numeracy 2 p/term; SSIT 2 p/term).
ongoing.

Further develop data and
accountability.

Terms 2 & 4
every year.

Resources
-B1 coordinator position.
-Utilise Better Schools funding (0.2 salary) employ teacher to support SWD
group, specifically in numeracy.
-Coordinator and Maths teacher participate in 'Thinking Maths' program
semester 2 2019.
-SERU.
-Utilise resources from numeracy overview (secondary schools) and guide
books.
-Partnership school leaders in the area of maths/numeracy.

-Utilise RAAP funding to employ special
education teacher 0.6 to support SWD.

-Daily operations coordinator co-manages (with teaching
and learning coordinator), testing regimes and schedules;
including the development, and regular updating, of the
student data wall.
-Teachers regularly refer to data wall to inform
differentiated teaching and learning, and update OCOPs
to reflect same.
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

Students improve their numeracy as evidenced by increased PAT Maths scales.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Numeracy (specifically number and T2 2019
measurement) audit curriculum
areas for existing numeracy
content.

-Coordinator and Maths teacher.

- Allocated time during a pupil free day

Determine where, in what curriculum
areas, key number and measurement
skills will be taught.
Deliver training aligned with the above,
and individual teacher needs identified
during PDP process.

-Daily operations/numeracy coordinator.
-Teachers will engage in professional development opportunities as
they arise for numeracy and apply knowledge and learning to their
teaching and learning programs as documented in unit plans.
-Teachers will identify, through he PDP process, potential deficits in
their knowledge and skills pertaining to numeracy, particularly
number and measurement, and engage in discussions with
coordinators to develop strategies to improve these skills.

- Natural math professional development for
staff (Anne Baker)
- Secondary Learners Project Officer
- TRT release for PD upskilling

T3/4 2019

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

-In work samples we see students number and measurement skills improving through assessment using
standardised tools.
-When working Mathematically, students demonstrate the appropriate application of number and
measurement to conduct inquiry and solve problems.
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Dave Basher
15/2/19
Approved by governing council chairperson

Josephine Judge Rigney
13/2/19

Approved by education director

Name

Date
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